Elecwish is a platform to help customers realize their ideal home. We provide one stop solution, for cozy home furnishing with the
service to help people along the way. We want to solve the problem of over-priced, low quality and uninspiring home furnishings that
have plagued our industry for decades, and be a catalyst for change and offer our clients cost-effective, innovative furniture created
around a culture of service.

According to these, we not only sell premium products on our website with discount and free shipping, but also set up policies like
drop-ship and Affiliate Program to attract more excellent partners to sell good furniture with us. But we are not proficient on these
fields, so we are ignorant of the problems we have exposed and even do not know how to solve them.

Fortunately, eBrandz, an official agency partner with ShareAsale network & currently, found us at this time, carefully listing the parts
worth improving, and recommending suitable services for us, and even sending a free Affiliate Marketing Analysis Report and
meanwhile promising to help us make affiliate program to a new level. eBrandz showed us exactly what our competitors is doing in
affiliate marketing and gain key success insights, but also explained in detail what is missing from our program & what steps need to
perform to get results which is so detailed and valuable.

During this period, the eBrandz affiliate manager helped us generate more sales from our current & newly recruit affiliates by helping
us create new banners for our promotion and sales, text link, update data and results weekly, affiliate newsletter with new design
template, new affiliates recruitment, etc., these benefited us a lot.

We thought it was rewarding and worthwhile to choose eBrandz Affiliate Program Management services because we partnered with
the expectation of better results, and the results actually did create more sales and more affiliate clicks! If we do this work ourselves,
we would never achieve such an effect.

We have to say that eBrandz is an awesome partner, we really like and appreciate their dedication and services, and we are totally
willing to give good feedback! In summary, their affiliate marketing services for Elecwish.com have improved sales, increased
ShareAsale affiliates, promoted products, discount information, etc., which have given a lot of possibilities for improving our affiliate
program and brought us more ROI. Well, if someone needs related services, then we will recommend eBrandz without hesitation,
because eBrandz can give you unlimited expectations for good results.
-

- Rebecca (elecwish.com)

